How to flash it
http://www.x360glitchip.com/

Prerequisites to the flash
Before all installation of the chip, you need to flash it for the motherboard revision you have. We have 4 timings
files.
Choose the one corresponding to your motherboard.
To identify your motherboard revision on xbox 360 FAT, check for the power connector at the back of your box.

Warning : Xenon and Opus are not compatible with the Reset Glitch Hack.

For slim, we have only one timing and it’s named « Trinity ».
Once your motherboard revision is identified, install our software 360gcProg, and then follow instructions in order to
flash your chip with the selected file.

Configuration 360gcProg (1/2)
Before flashing your chip, you need to configure the software. For that, select the used cable type.
Classic JTAG LPT cable
Or
Librasoft JTAG-To-Usb cable
(Some others OpenSource cable based on FTDI are compatible)

If you use a LPT Cable, you need also to configure the LPT Port Address of your computer.
In order to identify it, go into « Configuration Panel », then on « devices management », look for your LPT Port
(Here LPT1) :

Make a right click, and select « Proprieties » then « Ressources » :
Here we see that the address is 0378.
You have to configure in software the
value 0x0378
(We add the 0x before the value)

Configuration 360gcProg (2/2)
Launch the software and click on the button
Enter here the value found in the parameters of your LPT Port :

Then click on « Save ».

Your are ready to flash your chip.

Flash the x360glitchip (1/3)
Before running the software, please check that your cable is correctly linked to the chip. (TMS point should be on
the pin 1 of the chip’s JTAG Port, and that the chip is correctly powered in 3.3v.
With a LPT Cable, you HAVE TO power the chip by an external source.
With the JtU cable from Librasoft, think about positioning correctly the switch. (External power or OnBoard
power in order to allow the cable to power itself the chip).
Run the software and select your cable, then click on « Connect ».

If all goes well, the software has found the chip and identify the type :

Flash the x360glitchip (2/3)
If you want to know which firmware is currently on the chip, just click on « Identify » :

In order to flash your chip, select in the combo box the wanted timing (Zephyr, Falcon, Jasper, Trinity), then click
on « Flash ».

Flash the x360glitchip (3/3)
10 seconds after, you should get this message :

Nevertheless, if you want to check another time, click on « Identify » :

It’s done, your chip is ready to be completely install on your xbox.
Be aware that you have the possibility to flash your own timing file. For that, click on the
button, in order
to select another SVF custom file. (.JED Files are not usable with this software, you need the SVF compiled
version of it).

FAQ (1/1)
Q1 : During connection I get the following error :

A1 : Please verify that your LPT cable is well connected, and verify that the LPT port address is well configured.

Q2 : During connection I get the following error :

A2 : You don’t have a Librasoft JtU cable, or your current JTAG USB Cable is not compatible.

Q3 : During flash I get the following error :

A3 : It seems that you try to flash a non-svf file. This software CAN’T manage “.jed” file. Please use compiled
version of JED files under SVF format.

